Instructor-Led
Online Training (ILO)
Live Online Classes in the
Virtual Classroom

VIEW OUR
FULL ILO
SCHEDULE

We understand the importance of flexibility when it comes to employee
training and development, that’s why Fast Lane’s Instructor-Led Online
Training (ILO) provides all of the advantages of our classroom training
virtually via WebEx allowing you to Gain access to a live classroom
environment from the comfort of your own home or office.
Our ILO offering brings a live classroom environment straight to our customers, ensuring
that each student receives the same level of education and attention they would if
they were sitting in a classroom. Delivered virtually via WebEx, our ILO courses feature
the same content and labs as our Instructor Led Classroom Training (ILT). The class is
fully interactive allowing you to communicate both with your instructor and fellow
course participants.
Benefits of Fast Lane's ILO Training:
» Save time and money on travel costs, whilst reducing your carbon footprint
» Join from your Home or office
» Exactly the same content, hands-on labs and exercises as a classroom delivery
» Fully interactive with the instructor and class delegates
» State of the art on-line training experience

Fast Lane has over a decade
of experience providing our
ILO classroom options to
customers with over 70% of
deliveries currently ILO.
We have invested heavily in
our platform to provide the
highest quality training
experience with no loss of
effectiveness.
We measure the success of
our ILO courses through
customer feedback using
Metrics that Matter. Our

Some of the key features of our ILO Training is:
» High-quality video and audio (VoIP or integrated telephone support)
» Extensive interactive capability through chat, polls, multimedia, sharing
and student engagement monitoring
» Courses specially enhanced for the highest-quality ILO delivery
» Remote labs that leverage real hardware or virtualised software built to
mimic true enterprise infrastructure
» Instructors that have been extensively trained and experienced on our
ILO platform

customers constantly rate
the environment of our ILO
training at 4.5 stars (out of a
maximum of 5), and rave
about the accessibility of
the instructors who enhance
the delivery with more
challenging questions and
topics.

» Breakout groups for collaboration and exercises
» Ability to train all of your employees in a single training session regardless
of geographical boundaries
» Multi-platform, multi-device support including mobile devices
» Support staff in place to support instructors and students with any
connectivity issues
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